Let A denote a commutative Noetherian domain. For an intermediate ring A Ç B Ç Ax flat over A , it is shown that B is an /1-algebra of finite type. This is followed by an intrinsic description of the flatness of B over A and the asymptotic behavior of certain prime divisors. As an application, flat ideal-transforms are characterized. Here Ax denotes the localization of A with respect to {xn : n e N}. To prove Theorem 1 we need a few preliminaries about certain asymptotic prime divisors and flatness.
Here Ax denotes the localization of A with respect to {xn : n e N}. To prove Theorem 1 we need a few preliminaries about certain asymptotic prime divisors and flatness. note that x is a nonzero divisor, the desired sets stabilize for large « to a finite set. Now let P e Ass^(x"5 n A/x"A). Then there exists an element r e xnB n A\x"A such that P = xnA: r. Put q = r/x" eB.lt follows that # £ A and P = A: q, as can be easily seen. That is, P e AssAiB/A). In order to prove the reverse inclusion let P e Ass4iB/A). Then there is an element q = r/x" e B\A, r e A, such that P = A: q. As above, P = x" A : r and r e x"B n A\x" A . That is, P e AssA(xnB n A/x"A), now, by the previous consideration the claim follows. D
As an additional feature to our investigations we will characterize when an Proof. Suppose B is flat as an ^-module. Let PB be a proper ideal for some P e AssAiB/A). By the Going Down theorem, see [M] , there exists a prime ideal Q minimal over PB such that P = QCiA . The induced homomorphism Ap -> BQ makes B" into a faithful flat /l^-module. Because of BQ ç Q(Ap) it yields BQ = Ap and Ap = Bp, contracting the choice of P as an element of AssA(B/A). Now suppose that B -PB for all prime ideals P e AssAiB/A). To show that B is flat over A, it is enough to prove that BQ is flat over Ap for all Q e SpecB and P = Q n A , see [M, (3.J) ]. Let Q e Spec B . Then P = QrxA <£ AssAiB/A) because Q2 PB is a proper ideal. If P £ SuppAiB/A), then Ap = Bp = BQ and BQ is flat over Ap. Suppose P e S\xnnAiB/A). Then there is a prime ideal P1 E AssAiB/A) such that P' ç P. Note that SuppAiB/A) and Ass4iB/A) have the same set of minimal prime ideals, see [B, §1, 3 where J denotes the intersection of those primary components of a reduced primary decomposition of xA, 0 / x E I, for which the associated prime ideals contain I. Proof. First note that xT(I)nA=xA: (/) = (J xA: Ik . k>X Furthermore AssA(x"T(I)r\A/xnA) = Ass A/x A n V(I) for all n > 1 . As can be easily seen, / = xA: ixA: (I)). Because / and AnnA(x"T(I)nA/xnA) have the same radical, Corollary 1 proves the claim. D
The previous corollary generalizes part of [E, (3.2) ]. For a further investigation about the flatness of ideal-transforms see also [S] . 
